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 ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT  

This study aims to assess the compliance of individual taxpayers after the tax amnesty program policy and its benefits for 

taxpayers are for the State. This research is qualitative research with phenomenology method. Qualitatively by exploring the 

values of the experience of human life, the aim is to discover the essence of the experience. Phenomenology method, namely by 

looking at phenomena, reality and experience, by digging data to find things that are fundamental and important, so as to obtain a 

picture of life directly from people who experience it. The method of data collection used is through interviews. This study uses 

Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) to examine the reaction of taxpayers after tax amnesty, and Theory of Compliance 

(Compliance Theory) to examine taxpayer compliance with the fulfillment of the obligation to pay taxes after tax amnesty. The 

results of this study prove that out of 3 (three) taxpayers as respondents, have responded positively to the tax amnesty policy even 

though each respondent has different motivations. Respondents became obedient after the tax amnesty program policy because 

they were aware that the purpose of the tax amnesty is as a government effort to improve economic conditions, development and 

reduce unemployment, reduce poverty and improve inequality. 

Key Words: Compliance, Tax Amnesty, Theory of Planned Behavior(TPB), Theory of Compliance. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION  

This study examines the reaction of taxpayers post tax amnesty and personal taxpayers compliance. This is important to be the 

focus and main objective of the Directorate General of Taxation, because it is related to improving the consistency and 

compliance with tax rules. 

The number of taxpayers is not obedient, so that in various ways he avoids taxes in ways that are not permissible according to law. 

An attempt to realize an increase in state revenues for development really can be realized is from the tax sector, by exploring 

sources of funds originating from within the country. 

Brotodihardjo (2012: 8), James and Beck (1993: 53-60), said: "The amnesty program is advertised as the last opportunity for 

naughty taxpayers to comply with tax laws before civil and criminal penalties for non-compliance are increased". 

Choiruman (2004) argues that to improve taxpayers compliance, it should be done by the Government, because there are many 

factors that influence WP compliance from the Government, as much as possible the potential tax will be explored continuously 

by the Government, also increasing WP compliance. 

Tax amnesty is also seen as the beginning of tax reform which is law enforcement in minimizing negative tax avoidance. This 

research is based on aspects of WP behavior after taking advantage of opportunities for tax amnesty implemented in Indonesia. 

The government is time to immediately accelerate the process of embodying good governance. In order to improve WP 

compliance, the Government needs to transparently explain to the public on a regular basis about the use of money from the tax 

sector. WP awareness must of course begin with socialization of tax regulations, especially taxation procedures and obligations, as 

well as sanctions. WP must be made obedient to their obligations as good citizens. 

Tax amnesty is an opportunity to free the taxpayers from payment of tax payable and tax audits, within a certain period of time, 

through stages with different ransom values. 
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James Alm & William Beck (1993: 53) say: "Governments from all over the world are increasingly turning to tax amnesty as part 

of their fiscal program". 

The tax amnesty program policy is intended to measure the strategic performance and reaction of taxpayers to compliance as 

taxpayers. Compliance with tax payments is strongly influenced by scientific behavior or scientific manner. According to Hofstedt 

and Kinard in E. Michael Bamber, (1993: 2), said: 

The study of the behavior of accountants and non accountants as they are influenced by accounting functions and reports. 

This study will discuss behavior or attitude after the implementation of tax amnesty in terms of planned behavior theory, 

compliance theory, and the theory of justice. Darmawan (2016) found that in terms of value, the tax amnesty program aims to 

provide justice for taxpayers, with the elimination of tax payable should not be subject to tax administration sanctions and 

criminal sanctions in the field of taxation, by disclosing assets owned and paying ransoms. 

1.1. Research Purposes 

The research was held aimed at answering research questions on: 

1. The attitude and motivation of individual taxpayer is to follow the tax amnesty program policy 

2. Compliance with individual taxpayers after tax amnesty 

1.2. Benefits of Research. 

     This research is expected to have the benefit of: 

1.2.1. Theoretical benefits 

Adding the treasury of knowledge related to taxation policies, both in the field of tax extensification and intensification, namely 

tax amnesty in relation to taxpayer compliance. 

1.2.2. Practical benefits 

Provide input for educational institutions, for the public / WP, and for researchers to comply with tax policies carried out by the 

Government to the fullest. 

1.2.3. Scope of Research. 

The scope of this study is limited only to the study of research questions. This is done so that the discussion does not expand, so 

the scope is limited to the compliance of taxpayers after the tax amnesty program through behavioral studies (behavioral 

sciences), and compliance theory, to measure the taxpayers awareness level in paying their tax obligations. 

2. STUDY OF LITERATURE 

2.1. Tax Amnesty 

The slogan in the TA program in 2016 is: expressing redemption and relief. WP is very enthusiastic in participating in the TA 

program because the WP receives many facilities and various benefits, namely administrative sanctions and criminal sanctions, as 

long as the SKP has not been issued, especially the PPh and VAT payable. 

This was proven by WP's reaction after the TA program policy stated that they were very satisfied, taxpayers began to orderly 

report SPPT, many new registrants as taxpayers, namely to obtain NPWP. The fact is that there is a significant increase in state 

revenues. 

2.2. Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

According to Ajzen & Fisbein (1975 & 1991), and Mustikasari (2007) there are three (3) types of belief theories that are 

distinguished by TPB, namely 

1. Belief (belief), namely behavioral belief, 

2. Normative belief, and; 

3. Control belief, where it is related to construction of attitude, subjective norms, and control of 

perceived behavior (perceived behavior control) 
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To integrate all beliefs about behavior, criteria as a measure are attitude. This attitude will evaluate the person, so that it has value 

on expected social behavior, namely subjective norms and self-efficacy with perceived behavior control. Each has an important 

place in social research and behavior. 

Of the three factors, it should be noted, especially the last stage, is behavior. This behavior must also be based on values, ethics 

and morals. That is, the tax authorities need to have a plan to treat the WP in such a way that WP obeys to pay taxes as an 

obligation, for example by simplifying the tax payment system, not complicated, good service, providing tax information. 

PICTURE : 1 

Model Theory of Reasoned Action 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source : Ajzen (1980) 

The combination of behavioral belief, normative belief and belief control in following the tax amnesty must be based on behavior, 

values, ethics and morals. This means that the tax authorities need to have a plan to complete their duties and tax obligations in 

accordance with the TA Law and implementing regulations. 

2.2.1. Attitude 

Attitude is evaluative disclosure - either unsatisfactory or satisfying, regarding objects, people or events. According to Robbins 

and Judge (2015: 43-44), this attitude consists of several components, namely: 

(1) cognitive component, namely movement by using knowledge or reason that produces an attitude 

towards an action taken; 

(2) affective component that is feeling will influence emotional attitude and reflect statement, finally 

produce behavior; 

(3) Psychomotoric component, which behaves in such a way as an action as an attitude, which will 

produce a value as a response to behavior. 

Jung (2012) defines attitude as a reaction to emotions to act, this action produces behavior. The emergence of attitude is 

spontaneous between conscious and unconscious. 

This attitude expresses feelings that present likes or dislikes (positive, negative or neutral). Attitudes arise with various judgments, 

which are developed by assessors. Attitudes can change due to surrounding or environmental influences or persuasion. 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1988), based on the Theory of Reasond Action, states that the results of the study are 3 (three) things: 

(1) Taking a decision is influenced by a specific / specific attitude towards something, not influenced 

by general attitude; 

(2) Specific / specific attitudes not only affect behavior, but also influenced by subjective norms, 

namely a person's belief in what others want, how he should behave; 

(3) An intention or intention to behave will be formed together with subjective norms. 

       ATTITUDE 

SUBJEKTIF NORM  BEHAVIORAL 

INTENTION 
BEHAVIORAL 

PERCEIVED BEHAVIOR 
CONTROL 
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Leon Festinger in Robbins (2015: 45) says that any incompatibility felt by individuals is a behavioral attitude that illustrates 

cognitive dissonance, between two or more attitudes or between behavior and attitudes. Festinger said that individuals will try to 

eliminate all forms of inconsistency due to inconvenience. 

PICTURE : 2 

Components - Components of an Attitude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2. Motivation 

 

Motivation is always associated with the needs of human life. A Maslow (1943) suggested that there are basic needs for humans, 

to high needs, which are based on 5 needs based on the hierarchy. It is this human need that ultimately impacts on taxpayers 

payments. If the taxpayer needs are high, it is difficult for the taxpayer to comply with its obligation to pay taxes, because the 

taxpayer tends to prioritize its needs. This is human selfishness in general. 

Vroom (1964), said that there are 3 (three) components about the high and low of one's motivation, namely: hope, means, and 

reality. In this case, if it is associated with a post-tax amnesty program, taxpayer certainly considers the advantages of joining the 

tax amnesty program, what to expect after participating in the tax amnesty program, what behaviors are needed to join the tax 

amnesty program, what responses will be received by taxpayer, for example there are positive feelings / negative, neutral. Then 

the motivation is still necessary and must be continuously carried out by the Government even though the tax amnesty program 

has ended. This means that the taxpayer is conditioned in such a way that the taxpayer is motivated to comply with its obligations 

after tax amnesty, so that the Government's objectives are achieved, as well as the expectation to meet the minimum target is 

approaching the target. With continuous motivation, the taxpayer will obey paying taxes. 

2.2.3. Value 

Klandersman (1984) states that a person's behavior will produce something, the higher the expected value, the higher the desire to 

manifest certain behaviors. Means that a person's behavior is a function of the value (value) of the results expected from an action, 

"individual's behavior is a function of the value of expected outcomes." 

Keller has developed a behavior theory that originally consisted of 2 (two) components of values and expectations. Value is the 

goal to be achieved, while the hope to achieve that goal. Then the behavior theory becomes 4 (four) components, namely 

attention, relevance, confidence and satisfaction. 

Expected value after conducting an attitude and motivation study, the researcher can assess the expected influence or impact. If it 

is associated with taxpayer compliance, the researcher argues that the value adopted and evaluation of the tax amnesty program is 

a person's attitude towards taxpayer treatment. The attitude of the taxpayer towards behavior depends on the tax amnesty policy 

program and its implementation is an assumption of value, which brings hope for the Government to improve compliance in 

making tax payments consciously. 

 

 

Negative attitude 
towards the tax 
authorities 

Cognitive = evaluation 

The Fiscal has called me in connection with my tax 

payment obligations, even though I have been 

obedient to pay compared to my fellow profession, 

but he was not called. 

Affect = feeling 

I do not like the tax authorities who have 

discriminated and searched 

Psychomotoric = action 

I will come to fulfill the call and ask what is the 

cause, and I have complained to my fellow WP 

friends 
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2.2.4. Compliance Theory. 

According to Tahar and Rachman (2014), that for the government and the people as taxpayers to fulfill all tax liability activities 

and implement their tax rights, compliance with taxation is also required which is also a responsibility to the State. 

Rahayu (2010) said that if the taxpayer fulfills all tax obligations, it means that the taxpayer has obeyed and obeyed taxation 

rights. 

Erard and Feinstin interpret taxpayer compliance using psychological theory, namely as guilt and shame, perceptions of taxpayer 

for fairness and justice tax-free they bear and the influence of satisfaction with government services. 

Mardiasmo (2011) states that taxpayer compliance can be divided into 2 in general, namely: 

(1)  Formal compliance 

Formal compliance reflects the fulfillment of the obligation to deposit and report taxes in accordance with a predetermined 

schedule. 

(2) Material compliance 

The substance aspect is highlighted, namely the amount of tax payment is correct and correct, there is no data manipulation. 

Thus the taxpayer has complied with 2 things, namely in terms of formality and substance. This is corroborated by the opinion of 

Kelman, who said that a good taxpayer hopes to receive influence, the tax authorities react by showing an attitude to the WP, he 

has obeyed. 

2.2.5. Justice Theory. 

Mardiasmo (2011) said that tax collection must meet and comply with legal objectives, and laws, so that tax collection does not 

cause obstacles or resistance, in order to achieve justice. 

Mill (1957: 10) on Karen Lebacqz (2015: said that the subject of utilitarian thought is very simple, that is to produce the greatest 

good for the right, because ideas are one way for humans to issue ethical decisions. 

Rescher (1968: 25), in Lebacqz (2015: 35) a new action is considered right and fair when distributed / distributed equally, known 

as distributive justice, lies in giving to the community according to legal claims. 

This theory of justice greatly underlies tax collection, without justice, tax collection can be considered as a seizure of people's 

property, so that the taxpayer pays taxes, but the Government must provide benefits that can be enjoyed by taxpayer, so that it is 

fair. 

3. RESEARCH METHODS 

3.1. Types of research. 

This research is categorized as qualitative, with an interpretive approach, trying to explore the reactions of individual taxpayer 

after tax amnesty through collecting data with various sources, namely literature studies, interviews, and reporting in the form of 

descriptions. 

Based on the ability of understanding the researcher, to express the intent contained in the object of his research, through 

interpretive descriptive research to review the problem with clear descriptions. 

A type of research that tries to describe or recount the opinions or views that exist in the object of research on tax amnesty 

program policies makes WP obedient to the payment of tax obligations. 

Burell and Morgan (1979: 20) say, "interpretive as a paradigm that has the nature to understand and explain the social world from 

the conditions of the results of social processes". The method used is phenomenology, namely by looking at phenomena, reality 

and experience, by digging data to find things that are fundamental and important. 

Kuswarno (2009: 36), the nature of qualitative research is to explore the values of the experience of human life, the purpose of 

which is to discover the essence of experience in essence. Thus the data obtained will reveal and understand human behavior, and 

obtain a picture of life directly from people who experience through interviews, both formal and informal. 

By looking at experience and behavior is an integral and comprehensive part of the subject and object under study. 

Phenomenology methods will try to express and understand the reality of research based on the perspective of research subjects. 
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3.2. Place and Time of Research 

This research was conducted by making an appointment to the informant at the Notary Office, Jalan Pahlawan Number 41 C - 

Surabaya. The researcher conducted an interview with the informant. This informant is a research client. The informant taken was 

the taxpayer who had made a statement of assets, revealing all the assets owned and / or informants who had made nominee 

statements on assets in the form of fixed objects. 

The researcher took 3 (three) informants to be interviewed, because the statement of wealth that was made was very much the 

wealth that was disclosed compared to what had been reported, so that the researcher was very interested to know the background 

of participating in the tax amnesty. Of course there are supporting documents related to tax amnesty regulations. This interview 

takes around 20 minutes per taxpayer, to answer the same 5 (five) questions. 

3.3. Data Sources 

Primary data and secondary data are data used in this study. Data originating directly from the source of data specifically collected 

that relates to the research question is primary data. 

Primary data is library research, among others, previous research, letters of statement of disclosure of assets, related tax 

regulations, and nominee statement letters. 

Interviews are secondary data carried out to three individual taxpayers participating in the tax amnesty program, they are from 

various professions, namely businessman A, Notary B and Lecturer C. Of the three informants as taxpayers get different answers 

to questions that same. 

The reason the researchers chose the three informants was that they were directly related to the situation under study, namely the 

tax amnesty program policy, and three taxpayers as informants needed to be interviewed, because they were interested in the tax 

amnesty, where they each revealed assets that extraordinary, which has never been revealed, so impressed when this is the most 

back opportunity to be honest. 

3.4. Data collection technique 

This research began with a library study, in conducting this data collection, researchers have prepared various regulations 

regarding tax amnesty, along with implementing regulations, and relevant theories to examine taxpayer behavior. After that, the 

researcher conducted a field study by looking for the right informants to be interviewed. 

The interviews were conducted with three individual taxpayers who participated in the tax amnesty program, they were from 

various professions, namely businessman A, Notary B and Lecturer C. Of the three informants as taxpayers this received different 

answers to the same question. 

The reason the researchers chose the three informants was that they were directly related to the situation under study, namely the 

tax amnesty program policy, and three taxpayers as informants needed to be interviewed, because they were interested in the tax 

amnesty, where they each revealed assets that extraordinary, which has never been revealed, so impressed when this is the most 

back opportunity to be honest. 

In data processing methods, the social sciences in general are influenced by 2 (two) perspectives, namely positivist flow and 

phenomenology. This indicates that a qualitative approach can be used for data processing. In this case, researchers use a 

phenomenological perspective, namely: 

TABEL 3.4.1.  SUBSTANTIAL PERSPECTIVE FLOW 

SUBSTANTIAL PERSPECTIVE FLOW PHENOMENOLOGY 

Research focus Understanding human behavior from the point of view of the person 

concerned is the target 

How to collect data Using observations on relevant subjects and objects, perhaps also 

interviewing clients as individual taxpayers. 

Data Processing Approach Processing qualitative data aims to understand the symptoms under study. 
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Descriptive analysis is the result of the procedure of research with a qualitative approach, which is stated by researchers as the 

object of research that is made in writing or verbally, and is real behavior. 

3.5. Analysis technique. 

Indriantoro and Supomo (2010: 28) that the efforts made in analyzing qualitative data are by working with data, organizing data, 

sorting it out, into manageable units, finding and finding patterns, finding what is important and what is learned and decide what 

can be recorded as input. 

The way to analyze the data begins with a process by examining all available data from various sources, reducing data by making 

abstractions, arranging it into units, categorizing it by making coding, and finally checking the validity of the data. 

The analysis was carried out on the data obtained from the research that played a role / interview contained in the relationship 

between the client/Trader, Notary and Lecturer as an informant 

Interviews were conducted focusing on the questions that had been chosen prepared by the researcher. To deepen the data that has 

been found through contrasting questions, the results of the study are used to conduct a theme analysis, which is a procedure for 

understanding holistically the object under study. 

Sugiyono (2010) states, that the process of systematically searching for and compiling data obtained from interviews, field notes 

and documentation, by organizing data into categories, describing into units, synthesizing, arranging into patterns, choosing which 

what is important and which will be studied, and make conclusions, is referred to as data analysis. Thus it is easily understood by 

oneself and by others.  

4. DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS 

4.1. Research framework. 

A framework written in this study can be summarized as follows: 

PICTURE : 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Processed researchers, 2019 

 

PHENOMENON The phenomenon is a research question 

THEORITICAL 

FRAMEWORK 

o Designing how to obtain evidence / data 
o Develop interview guidelines 
o Determine the resource person 

DATA/EVIDENCE 
Arrange the results obtained from :  

o Documentation / literature 
o     Interview 

THEORETICAL 

BASIS 

o Preview research & literature review : Tax amnesty, 
Teori of Planned Behavior, Theory of Compliance , 
Theory of Justice 

The data / evidence obtained is analyzed based on Theory of 
Planned Behavior, Theory of  Compliance, Theory of Justice, 
to answer research questions. 

DATA ANALYZES 

o Interpretation of the results  analysis  
o Conclusion  
o suggestion 

RESEARCH RESULT 
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4.2.   Research result. 

Explanation in the previous chapters, and the results of interviews from several informants from different professions, the answer 

is very positive, that TA is very helpful to ease the burden of WP, especially those who have been dishonest in reporting their 

assets and profits, so that taxes paid are very small once not comparable to the assets owned and profits obtained. The majority of 

WP's reactions welcomed the TA program and were very pleased with the TA program policy. 

Ngadiman and Huslin (2015) said that TA Policy is expected to increase the awareness of WPs to obediently fulfill their tax 

obligations, improve taxation databases in Indonesia, and simultaneously reduce tax leakage. 

The purpose of this tax amnesty policy is to utilize all existing conditions, factors and resources, so that organizational goals can 

be achieved and succeeded. This is one of the manifestations of the modernization of organizational strategies seen as tactics, 

attitudes of views and actions. 

The public reaction, especially WP after TA was very enthusiastic and satisfied, WP began to be careful in dealing with the affairs 

of its tax report, trying to be orderly and honest. This needs continuous guidance by the tax authorities, so that WPs become more 

aware of their obligations, so compliance will occur. 

Motivation to pay taxes can arise from within or outside the individual, must be honest, report their obligations and desire to pay 

taxes. So, WP is a potential power that exists in itself to pay taxes. While motivation from outside WP is the encouragement of tax 

officials, work environment,  friends or relatives who encourage them to pay taxes. 

4.3. Discussion 

4.3.1. The attitude and behavior of taxpayers after the implementation of  the tax amnesty 

Istighfarin and Fidiana (2018) examined that the TA policy was estimated by the Government, at the initial stage, potentially 

contributing Rp. 100 trillion. 

Brodjonegoro (2016), the expected target of the TA program policy should have a tremendous positive impact on the structure of 

the APBN in the future. This has been proven by many countries, as experience, TA is very supportive of state finances, for 

example South Korea, South Africa and India are examples of countries that have successfully implemented TA policies. But 

apparently, the target was not reached 

Darussalam (2016) explains that there are several objectives for TA, namely: 

(1) in the short term, it will increase tax revenues 

(2) in the future, it is predicted that WP compliance will increase;  

(3) motivating the withdrawal of existing money abroad to be brought  

     into Indonesia / repatriation of capital and assets; 

(4) using a new taxation system. 

There is no discourse or discrimination issue between an orderly WP and tax evaders. So TA is a national reconciliation to 

eliminate WP's past mistakes, this is in line with Darussalam's (2014) opinion. Thus the clarity of the TA program really has legal 

certainty. 

To build voluntary compliance for WPs in carrying out their tax obligations, of course it needs to be fair and comfortable for WP, 

so that the level of compliance of the WP will increase, and the WP will be transparent in reporting income and allocating taxes to 

be paid. 

Internal and external conditions of WP, are very influenced by needs, so that attitudes and motivation have an important role for 

WP to obey. WP will assess and fully consider the tax awareness that is its obligation, so that the WP will obey to carry out its 

obligations after / after TA. If the internal condition of W is the number of needs that must be met, of course the WP can be 

reduced in compliance, considering there are still internal needs that must be fulfilled, so if the WP still has more important 

external needs, it is likely that the WP will reduce the value of tax deposits by providing reports dishonest. Then the WP 

motivation needs to be addressed by the tax authorities continuously, so that the WP does not prioritize personal needs both 

internally and externally. 

The implementation of TA in Indonesia if it is related to the theory expressed by Ajzen (1988) in Robbins and Judge (2015), it can 

be found that: 

(1) Cognitive component. 
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This component focuses on basic knowledge and information owned by WP to react to it. 

The basic knowledge in question is concerning the rights and obligations of the WP about KUP, starting with the simplest, namely 

registering as a WP by obtaining a tax ID, etc., so that the WP will have ethical and moral attitudes and behaviors, and have a 

sense of responsibility to show their awareness as a good Indonesian citizen 

In self WP, certain beliefs about attitudes and behavior will be formed, and gradually the WP will form values of compliance with 

the payment of taxes, which will contribute to the development of the State. 

(2) Affective component. 

This component is evaluative in nature, by self-reflection on the values that are owned, a sense of pleasure, comfort, fairness, 

which has been owned post-TA, so that the WP will think clearly about the conditions associated with the obligation to pay taxes. 

This will form a sense of responsibility to the State as a good WP. 

(3) Psychomotor components. 

Taxpayer has prepared itself based on its awareness to comply with the fulfillment of tax payment obligations after tax amnesty, 

so that the taxpayer really understands eneral provisions of taxation, with a self assessment system that has been implemented in 

Indonesia. 

Research by Istighfarin and Fidiana (2018), that the motivation of WPs to participate in tax amnesty is primarily to get forgiveness 

for their mistakes as WP, or pay but lack, manipulate, cheat, and so on. 

This is natural for taxpayer as a business actor. Taxpayer motivation has brought very rational attitudes and behavior. This 

mathematical mindset has been utilized by the majority of taxpayer, rather than having to pay high taxes, it is better to join tax 

amnesty, with low tariffs as ransom, all taxpayer mistakes regarding tax are forgiven. 

4.3.2. Post tax amnesty conditions in terms of compliance theory 

Formally and materially, the taxpayer has fulfilled its obligations in paying taxes, so this attitude of compliance is based on 

motivation and strategy. Then the tax authorities must always motivate the taxpayer, so that compliance does not stop, but 

continuously and continuously. The taxation system of course must always be reviewed and made simple, socialized to the 

taxpayer. 

Nowak (2004), taxpayer compliance is reflected in the number of taxpayers who report annual tax returns, the number of new 

registrants as taxpayers, the value / amount of income / state income from the tax sector, all of which are guided by general 

provisions of taxation. 

4.3.3. Post tax amnesty conditions from the side of Justice theory 

Sa'adah (2017) argues, that tax amnesty policy has 2 (two) different points of view, on the one hand, the WP says that tax amnesty  

is not fair, because the orderly taxpayers pay taxes in real terms, the State does not provide rewards, while in one On the other 

hand, taxpayers who make fatal mistakes are related to reporting and paying taxes that are not properly received forgiveness by 

paying a ransom whose value is small compared to the mistakes made and detrimental to the State for years. Rosdiana (2012) in 

line with Sa'adah's opinion, he said that there was special treatment contained in the tax amnesty policy program, for taxpayers 

who were fraudulent and disobedient who had harmed the State, but were forgiven. 

However, the objective of the Government in issuing a tax amnesty policy program is to obtain benefits, not related and 

considered to injure justice towards the obedient taxpayer, but must be taken in terms of benefits. 

From the explanation above, it raises a new hope for both the Government and WP, namely the existence of value, as has been 

revealed by Klandersman (1984) saying: "Individual's behavior is a function of the value of expected outcomes". So the value 

function is the result of a person's behavior and is a result expected from an action. After this tax amnesty, it is expected that WP 

behavior will be compliant and no longer repeat the same mistakes as before the tax amnesty program. 

The following is a summary of the discussion, which is described as follows: 
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PICTURE : 4 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Processed researchers, 2019 

 

Harry Graham Balter (2003: 75), said that to reduce the tax burden or even eliminate tax debt, as one way of avoiding taxation can 

be allowed as long as it does not violate applicable tax laws and does not cause legal consequences that harm the State. 

Awareness is the main key for WP to be obedient, without WP awareness, it is difficult to make WP obedient. WP compliance is a 

contribution to the State for development, which will have an impact to improve the lives of the people and realize prosperity and 

prosperity for the people of Indonesia. 
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PICTURE : 5 

Framework for Discussion on Post Tax Amnesty Compliance Attitudes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Source: Processed researchers, 2019 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1. Conclusions 

Based on what has been described in the previous chapters, a conclusion can be drawn: 

(1) The reaction of the majority of personal taxpayers welcomed the tax amnesty program policy, they began to arrange 

annual bookkeeping and tax reports according to the facts, no longer making double books. taxpayer responses and 

reactions are very positive towards the tax amnesty program. This is in the view of business people, on average, saying 

that tax amnesty has great benefits for the taxpayer and for the State, because from the taxpayer side, they have benefited, 

only paying a very small ransom, then all fines and interest are written off, no longer being examined for the last 5 years 

report, whereas for the State, there is income from taxpayer that can be used to finance the State expenditure budget 

(APBN), thus tax amnesty has a great value for taxpayer, so there is no need to doubt. So the post-tax amnesty taxpayer 

reaction is: 

a. In terms of components forming attitudes and behaviors, namely the components of cognitive, affective 

and psychomotor, the taxpayer if he has an understanding of the conduct of tax amnesty carried out in 

Indonesia, will lead to long-term tax compliance. 

b. In terms of compliance theory, taxpayers compliance in Indonesia is still low, as seen from the number 

of indebted notice reports only around 40% with a small income, so that paid taxes are also small, 

while 35% make indebted notice  reports but nothing because there are no benefits. The remaining 25% 

have no reports. 

c. In terms of the theory of justice, justice is very relative, depending on the perspective of each taxpayer. 

What's important between taxpayer and the State is mutually beneficial and has benefits for both. 

(2) After the tax amnesty program has made taxpayers awareness, it has been proven to have made compliance, namely: 

a. applicants as new taxpayers increase, by registering an tax ID number, 

b. Annual indebted notice report is more orderly; 

c. The income of tax money to the State increases 
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This is an indicator of changes in the taxpayers self, they have awareness, so they obey their obligations as taxpayers on a regular, 

orderly and real basis. Therefore, it needs to be socialized optimally, so that the long-term goals of tax amnesty can be achieved 

according to the target. 
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